Background: Feature selection or scoring methods for the detection of biomarkers are essential in bioinformatics. Various feature selection methods have been developed for the detection of biomarkers, and several studies have employed information-theoretic approaches. However, most of these methods generally require a long processing time. In addition, information-theoretic methods discretize continuous features, which is a drawback that can lead to the loss of information. Results: In this paper, a novel supervised feature scoring method named ClearF is proposed. The proposed method is suitable for continuous-valued data, which is similar to the principle of feature selection using mutual information, with the added advantage of a reduced computation time. The proposed score calculation is motivated by the association between the reconstruction error and the information-theoretic measurement. Our method is based on class-wise low-dimensional embedding and the resulting reconstruction error. Given multi-class datasets such as a case-control study dataset, low-dimensional embedding is first applied to each class to obtain a compressed representation of the class, and also for the entire dataset. Reconstruction is then performed to calculate the error of each feature and the final score for each feature is defined in terms of the reconstruction errors. The correlation between the information theoretic measurement and the proposed method is demonstrated using a simulation. For performance validation, we compared the classification performance of the proposed method with those of various algorithms on benchmark datasets. Conclusions: The proposed method showed higher accuracy and lower execution time than the other established methods. Moreover, an experiment was conducted on the TCGA breast cancer dataset, and it was confirmed that the genes with the highest scores were highly associated with subtypes of breast cancer.
Background
Feature selection or scoring techniques are essential for the solution of various problems in bioinformatics. Biomarkers are biological characteristics that can be used to predict the risks of diseases [1] , and feature selection is a method used to detect them [2] [3] [4] . Various feature selection methods have been developed [5, 6] and successfully used to identify biomarkers. The feature selection method is also used to reduce large-scale data. The data used in bioinformatics generally contains a relatively small number of samples compared to the number of features. Thus, the 'curse of dimensionality' [7] easily occurs, in which the number of required samples exponentially increases as the number of features increases. To overcome this drawback, a feature selection method is often applied to the selection of important features. It is therefore important to develop feature selection algorithms for the detection of biomarkers.
With respect to labels, feature selection can be divided into two categories: 1) supervised feature selection methods that utilize class label information and 2) unsupervised methods that do not use class labels [8] . Supervised feature selection methods are used to find useful biomarkers for the prediction of disease. There are several categories of supervised feature selection methods [8] . For example, statistical based methods use statistical measures to score each feature, and similarity based approaches select important features that can preserve data similarity.
Information-theoretic methods perform a feature selection using mutual information, which is a measure of the entropy and conditional entropy dependence between a variable of data and a label: I (X; Y), The mutual information between two random variables X (a random variable of data, feature) and Y (a random variable of label) can be expressed as follows:
where H(X) is the entropy of the random variable X and H(X|Y) is the conditional entropy of the random variable of X given Y. Information theoretic approaches are typically used to detect biomarkers [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, in most cases, the processing time is long. In addition, information theoretic methods discretize continuous variables, which is a drawback that can lead to loss of information [16] .
While feature selection reduces the dimension by selecting a subset of the overall features, low-dimensional embedding is a method that creates new low-dimensional feature representations without preserving the original features. Low-dimensional embedding is often used to obtain a low-dimensional representation by its application to problems that are difficult to process at higher dimensions. It is also used for noise removal through reconstruction [17] .
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a typical low-dimensional embedding method that uses an orthogonal linear transformation for a high-dimensional data to a low-dimensional representation. It offers a high execution speed, and it is frequently used in many fields. However, it does not reflect nonlinearity. The kernel principal component analysis (KernelPCA) [18] is an improvement of the original PCA using the kernel method. Another low-dimensional embedding method is the autoencoder, which is a specific type of neural network. Recently, deep Fig. 1 An overview of a supervised feature scoring method using class-wise embedding and reconstruction neural networks have been established, and the deep autoencoder has been widely used.
Low-dimensional embedding is effective in reducing data to low dimensions; however, it constructs a set of new features, and it is difficult to extract substantial interpretations of these features in the transformed space. It is therefore difficult to use it directly for biomarker detection in conjunction with low-dimensional embedding. Furthermore, given that most of the methods are unsupervised, it is difficult to utilize class label information.
In this paper, we propose a method for assigning supervised feature scores by applying unsupervised class-wise low-dimensional embedding. The performance of the proposed method is in accordance with the principle of feature selection based on mutual information. Moreover, the method addresses the problems we described above.
Methods

Overview
The proposed method is termed ClearF. It determines the feature score by calculating the reconstruction error after class-wise low-dimensional embedding, and it uses the property of the reconstruction error that differs by class. Figure 1 presents the overall structure of ClearF. First, class-wise division is performed on the entire dataset. In other words, if the number of class labels is C, the entire dataset and data for each class are separated into C + 1 datasets. Thereafter, the low-dimensional embedding and reconstruction are separately performed for each divided dataset. Any low-dimensional embedding method such as PCA, KernelPCA, and autoencoder can be applied to ClearF. The reconstruction error for each dataset is obtained by calculating the difference between reconstructed data and original data. The feature-specific reconstruction errors in each dataset are calculated by the feature-wise sum of reconstruction errors for each feature (Fig. 2) . Finally, the feature-wise reconstruction error of all the data and the error of data for each class are used to derive the final feature score.
Conversion of mutual information to reconstruction errorbased concept
Low-dimensional embedding reduces the size of high-dimensional data, and simplifies the data in the reduction process. Suppose we reduce a dataset to a very small dimension. If the characteristics of the data are complex, it is difficult to represent the characteristics of the Fig. 2 An illustration of feature-wise reconstruction error computation Fig. 3 Conversion of a mutual information concept to a formula using the reconstruction error Fig. 4 Simulation results of the relationship between the entropy and reconstruction error original data. Thus, information may be lost in the low-dimensional embedding process. On the other hand, if the characteristics of the data are comparatively simple, they can be sufficiently reflected in the low dimension. Intuitively, this leads to the hypothesis that the data is complex if the reconstruction error is high; otherwise the data is simple.
In information theory, entropy refers to the uncertainty of the data, which increases in accordance with an increase in the complexity of the data. This is similar to the characteristics of the reconstruction error described above. We use this to express entropy as a reconstruction error in a low-dimensional embedding process. Figure 3 presents the relationship between terms in the score (X) and the entropy terms in the mutual information function. In particular, the entropy H(X) can be interpreted as the reconstruction error after the low-dimensional embedding of X. The conditional entropy H(X| Y) corresponds to the reconstruction error when each existing label information is expressed. In Fig. 3 , Recon Class 1. . C (X) is a term of the reconstruction error after the low-dimensional embedding of data X; and P C i¼0 Recon Class i ðXÞ is the sum of the terms applied to each class separately. That is, the first part is calculated without label information and corresponds to H(X). The latter part is a reconstruction error in the state given the label information, and it corresponds to the conditional entropy under the label information.
Reconstruction error-based feature scoring
The reconstruction error of each feature in the feature-wise reconstruction error described in Fig. 2 is denoted as Recon Class i (F j ). If it is associated with the score equation in Fig. 3 , the following is obtained: The total score of X is the sum of the scores calculated for each feature. The score calculated for each feature is the contribution of the feature to the total score; thus it can be called the score of the feature that can distinguish the label.
Our method can use any low-dimensional embedding method that is capable of reconstruction such as PCA, KernelPCA, and autoencoder. In the proposed method, the decreasing number of dimensions is a significant parameter. Since the purpose is to determine the reconstruction error difference of class-specific data with respect to that of the entire dataset, the same number of components or dimensions is used for the entire dataset and class-wise data.
Results
Correlations between the entropy and reconstruction error
To confirm the correspondence between the entropy and reconstruction error, a simulation was conducted.
The entropy of the multivariate Gaussian distribution can be calculated as follows, using the determinant of the covariance matrix [19] :
where n is the number of features in X and Σ is the determinant of the covariance matrix. We used this to generate simulation data with a multivariate Gaussian distribution N(0, 1). Thereafter, the entropy was calculated to determine if there was a correlation with the reconstruction error.
The simulation data was generated to contain 100 features and 500 samples, and the entropy and reconstruction error of the generated data were calculated. Moreover, PCA was used for the low-dimensional embedding method, and the number of components in the PCA was set as one. We repeated this procedure 1000 times, and the results are presented in Fig. 4 . The experimental results reveal that the entropy and the reconstruction error were highly correlated (R 2 = 0.94).
Simulation to verify the applicability of the proposed method
We performed an experiment to confirm that our method works properly with a simulated dataset. The experiment was conducted to evaluate each score in the The bold italic numbers indicate the best results for each dataset, and the bold non-italic numbers indicate the second-best result following two cases: 1) when there is a large difference between the data for each class, and 2) when there is no difference between the data for each class. As shown in Fig. 5 , we created two different datasets with two features and 500 samples. In particular, A was a dataset that contained two features that represented different trends by class, and B was a dataset that contained two features with fewer differences between classes. As in the previous experiments, PCA was used for the low-dimensional embedding, and the number of components in the PCA was set as one.
As shown in Fig. 5a , if combination of two features (X 1 and X 2 in the figure) can easily differentiate data into the two classes, the reconstruction error for each class is very low. However, the reconstruction error of the entire dataset was very large; thus, the scores were 447.94 and 460.60, respectively, for each feature. On the other hand, in the case of Fig. 5b , the reconstruction error of the entire dataset was small; which resulted in low scores of 2.71 and 2.69, respectively. These results reveal that our scoring method produces high scores for the features that differ by class, and low when there is no difference by class.
Performance validation for benchmark datasets
To compare the performances of the proposed method and other established methods, five biological datasets were used from the benchmark datasets in [8] . Table 1 shows the details of the datasets. Several feature selection algorithms were used to conduct the benchmark tests. For performance comparison, we chose commonly used feature selection algorithms from each category described above. The selected algorithms were t-score [20] (binary class only), CMIM [21] , mRMR [22] (discrete data only), Fisher score [23] , Trace ratio [24] , and multi-SURF [25] . For MultiSURF, we used the code provided by ReBATE [25] , and the remaining algorithms were compared using code from scikit-features [8] .
In order to confirm that the proposed method extracts more effective features for class label classification, the selected features from each method were used for classification, and the resulting accuracies were compared. We conducted a 10-fold cross validation in which the entire dataset was divided into 10 folds, one for test data and the other for training data. The feature selection algorithm was applied only to the training data to extract important features. The classification algorithm of support vector machine (SVM) with radial basis function (RBF) kernel was applied using only the selected features, and the average accuracy of the 10-fold cross validation was measured. The number of features to be selected in the above procedure was increased by five, and the process was the same as that used in the algorithm comparison in the previous study [8] .
In our experimental setting, the low-dimensional embedding methods of PCA and KernelPCA were used. The kernels used for KernelPCA were the RBF kernel and the polynomial kernel with degree of three. Given that the component size is an important hyperparameter in the proposed method, we used a greedy search algorithm to find the optimal component size. The component size was selected using only training data in each of 10 measurements of 10-fold cross validation. First, the training data is further divided into three equal-sized subsets, two of which are used for model training and one of which is set as validation data. Let C min be the number of samples of the smallest class in the dataset. We applied our method to training data for five different component sizes (1, C min /4, C min /2, 3 • C min /4 and C min ). We selected the component size with the highest accuracy by applying SVM classifier. The mean squared error was calculated to measure the reconstruction error. Figure 6 shows the result for the Lung dataset. We have performed the benchmarking using the previously mentioned algorithms, with the exception of T-score (only applicable to the binary class), mRMR, and CMIM (only applicable to discrete data), because the Lung dataset is a continuous and multi-class dataset. The proposed method demonstrated a relatively superior performance to those of the other algorithms. Especially, the RBF kernel showed a better performance than other methods regardless of the number of selected features.
The results for the LungDiscrete dataset are shown in Fig. 7 . We excluded T-score because this dataset is a multi-class dataset. When the number of features was very small (> 20) , mRMR and CMIM demonstrated comparable performances. However, when the number of features was larger than 30, ClearF-RBF archived a higher accuracy than other methods. Figure 8 presents the results for the ProstateGE dataset. In the cases of using 10-30 features, the proposed method showed better performance than the other algorithms. The results of using more than 30 features were almost identical with the accuracy close to 0.9.
The results for the Leukemia dataset are presented in Additional file 1: Figure S1 . Most of all the methods demonstrated accuracies higher than 0.95, and no significant difference between the performances of the methods were observed. In Additional file 1: Figure S2 presents the result of the Tox171 dataset. Although the results of the MultiSURF were relatively more accurate than those of the other methods, the results of our method using PCA were comparable.
For the purposes of feature selection, it is important that even a small number of selected features yield good results. The average accuracies for each method, from 5 to 50 features, are presented in Table 2 . The bold italic numbers indicate the best results for each dataset, and Tables S1, S2 , S3, S4, S5 and S6.
Computational cost validation for benchmark datasets
A comparison of the computational costs was performed to show that the proposed method has advantages of a reduced execution time. Among the benchmark datasets, LungDiscrete and ProstateGE were used, and the CPU time was measured by running each method 10 times for each data. In the case of MultiSURF, since it provides multi core implementation in ReBATE [25] code, separate experiments were conducted using a single core and six cores. Figure 9a presents the results for the LungDiscrete dataset. It can be seen that the execution times of CMIM and mRMR, which are information-theoretic based methods, were much higher than those of the other methods. The results for the ProstateGE dataset are shown in Fig. 9b . The execution times of the other methods were lower than that of MultiSURF. The running time of our method is significantly shorter than those of the other feature selection methods except for the simple T-score or Fisher Score.
Performance validation for the TCGA breast cancer dataset
We performed an experiment using the TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas) gene expression data of patients with breast cancer. The genes with missing data were removed, and tested with 13,615 genes and 389 patients' data. Among the samples, 15 patients had HER2 positive, 280 had Luminal A, 37 had Luminal B, and 57 had basal-like subtypes.
Accuracy tests were performed on the TCGA breast cancer dataset in the same manner as the experiment in the benchmark dataset. The results are shown in Fig. 10 , and they reveal that the proposed method yielded the best results for most of the sections.
Our method based on the KernelPCA (with polynomial kernel), which showed a good performance in the performance evaluation, was applied to all the data. The 30 genes with the highest score are presented in Table 3 .
Discussion
Given the purpose of feature selection to identify important biomarkers, it is essential for a feature selection method to show good performance in selecting a small number of meaningful features. For the TCGA dataset as well as the benchmark datasets, the proposed method performed better than the other algorithms, especially in the results of selecting a small number of features (105 0), which demonstrates the utility of our method for biomarker identification.
Among the highest-scoring genes detected using the proposed method, it is suspected that STARD3, PGAP3, ORMDL3, PSMD3 and HAPLN3 are the biomarkers of the HER2 + subtype [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , thus indicating that FOXC1 can identify basal-like subtypes in hereditary breast cancer cohorts [32] . In addition, the methylation status of CDKN2A exon2 has markedly higher methylation levels in luminal A and luminal B subtypes [33] . Moreover, gene expression may be a potential biomarker, as it is associated with methylation levels. B3GNT5 expression can also be a measure that distinguishes the Fig. 11 Cluster information based on overlap of MsigDB and Selected Genes subtypes luminal A, B from basal-like as it is previously reported that the expression in basal-like samples is high, while the expression in luminal A and B is significantly lower [34] .
Furthermore, GABRP, STAC, RCOR2, and IGFBP2 are the genes scored high by our method, but not by the other algorithms used in the performance comparison. The expression of GABA (A) receptor pi (GABRP) plays a role in initiation and progression of basal-like tumors, and has therapeutic potential in basal-like breast cancer [35] . In addition, the overexpression of IGFBP2 may be a feature of basal-like breast cancer that correlates with a low survival rate [36] . Moreover, RCOR2 replaces the need for Sox2 expression in somatic cell reprogramming [37] , whereas Sox2 has a positive expression in the basal-like subtype [38] , although it has not been directly related to the breast cancer subtype. The similarity between somatic cell reprogramming and tumorigenesis [39] may suggest that Rcor2 is a potential biomarker.
We have also checked which of the top 30 genes belong to the C2 collection (curated gene sets) of MSigDB [40, 41] . The results are described in Table 4 and Fig. 11 . Using the information in Table 4 , genes can be classified into three clusters as shown in Fig. 11 . As we have seen individually above, we find that Cluster 1 belongs to the up-regulated gene set in the basal-like subtype, and Cluster 2 is included in the Her2 + (triple negative) gene set.
Although the genes in Cluster 3 are not part of a significant gene set, CDCA2 and CDCA7 are genes involved in the cell division cycle-associated protein.
Expression of several genes involved in cell division cycle-associated protein has been reported to cause shorter relapse free survival in patients with breast cancer [42] . Therefore, CDCA2 and CDCA7 may also be potential biomarkers. In addition, as previously described, Rcor2 is likely to be a potential biomarker, so other genes in Cluster 3 may also be potential biomarkers.
Conclusion
In this study, we developed a supervised feature selection algorithm that extracts useful features for the prediction of diseases or subtypes in biological data. By conducting simulation, we showed the applicability of the proposed method for feature selection. The experimental results revealed that our method has advantages both in terms of classification accuracy and execution speed, and is therefore useful in detecting biomarkers. This was also demonstrated by the extraction of meaningful genes and gene sets when applied to the TCGA dataset.
Additionally, we tried to use an auto-encoder for low-dimensional embedding, but the results were not stable. It is possible that the size of the dataset was not sufficiently big to show reasonable performance. In future work, the performance of an auto-encoder or other embedding methods should be evaluated using an appropriately sized datasets. In addition, we plan to conduct further studies on the selection of component numbers and their effects on the performance.
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Additional file 1: Figure S1 . Cross-validation accuracy for the Leukemia dataset with respect to the number of features. A presents the results of the PCA (ClearF-normal), KernelPCA with RBF kernel (ClearF-rbf) and KernelPCA with polynomial kernel (ClearF-poly) used in the proposed method; and B compares the results of the other algorithms with our method using the best result kernel. Figure S2 . Cross-validation accuracy for the TOX171 dataset with respect to the number of features. A presents the results of the PCA (ClearF-normal), KernelPCA with RBF kernel (ClearF-rbf) and KernelPCA with polynomial kernel (ClearF-poly) used in the proposed method; and B compares the results of the other algorithms with our method using the best result kernel. Table S1 . Detailed results of performance validation for Lung dataset. Table S2 . Detailed results of performance validation for LungDiscrete dataset. Table S3 . Detailed results of performance validation for ProstateGE dataset. Table S4 . Detailed results of performance validation for Leukemia dataset. Table S5 . Detailed results of performance validation for TOX171 dataset. 
